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Key Points:12

• The solar wind is deflected asymmetrically around Mars as a result of massload-13

ing by oxygen ions derived from the extended oxygen corona.14

• MAVEN data reveal a linear correlation between the flow asymmetry and the IMF15

cross-flow component to the solar wind proton density ratio.16

• The asymmetry can be understood by means of a two-fluid description, with bound-17

ary conditions defined by the pristine solar wind properties.18
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Abstract19

We perform the first statistical analysis of effects that different external conditions20

have on a solar wind (SW) flow asymmetry observed in the Martian magnetosheath due21

to mass loading, making use of ∼ 5 years of Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN22

(MAVEN) observations. We find the difference between the mean magnetosheath SW23

velocity component along the SW convective electric field direction in regions in the pos-24

itive and negative hemispheres displays a strong linear correlation with the ratio between25

the upstream Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) cross-flow component (By) and the26

SW proton density (nsw). The asymmetry is maximized (∼ 25 - 35 km s−1) for low nsw27

( ∼ 1 cm−3) and large IMF By (∼ 2 nT). These results suggest the SW flow asymme-28

try variability is due to a force arising from the differential streaming between SW pro-29

tons and oxygen ions, with boundary conditions partly defined by the pristine SW prop-30

erties.31

Plain Language Summary32

In this work we study a solar wind flow asymmetry observed in the Martian mag-33

netosheath that is an indirect result of the presence of an extended oxygen corona. This34

asymmetry is due to the lateral deflection of the oxygen ion-massloaded solar wind in35

the direction opposite to that of the solar wind convective electric field. In turn, this de-36

flection can be understood in terms of total linear momentum conservation, since oxy-37

gen ions are initially accelerated along the latter field. By analyzing Mars Atmosphere38

and Volatile EvolutioN magnetic field and plasma observations we find that this asym-39

metry is observed more clearly for relatively low solar wind proton density and large In-40

terplanetary Magnetic Field cross-flow component values. The results emphasize the in-41

fluence of pristine solar wind properties in the shocked solar wind deflection around Mars42

and its interaction with the oxygen corona.43

1 Introduction44

The lack of a global dynamo-generated magnetic field at Mars results in the direct45

interaction between the solar wind (SW) and the Martian atmosphere, ionosphere and46

crustal magnetic fields (Acuña et al., 1998). This interaction starts upstream from the47

Martian bow shock, due to the presence of the extended hydrogen exosphere and oxy-48

gen corona (e.g., Chaffin et al., 2014, 2015; Chaufray et al., 2008; Clarke et al., 2017; Deighan49

et al., 2015; Feldman et al., 2011; Halekas, 2017). In particular, newborn planetary pro-50

tons (H+) and oxygen ions (O+) are picked-up at these locations and in the Martian mag-51

netosheath by the magnetized SW, as reported by Barabash et al. (1991); Curry et al.52

(2015); Dubinin et al. (2006); Rahmati et al. (2015, 2017); Yamauchi et al. (2015); Dong53

et al. (2015). In addition to contributing to planetary escape, such picked-up ions are54

responsible, among other outcomes, for the presence of different plasma instabilities (e.g.,55

Russell et al., 1990; Brain et al., 2002; Bertucci et al., 2013; Mazelle et al., 2004; Romanelli56

et al., 2013, 2016; Ruhunusiri et al., 2015, 2016; Liu et al., 2020; Halekas et al., 2020; Andrés57

et al., 2020).58

Oxygen planetary ions created in the SW and the magnetosheath initially follow59

cycloidal trajectories in the SW velocity (Vsw) - SW convective electric field (ESW ) plane.60

Given that the upstream O+ pick-up gyroradius (∼ 5 RM for |B| ∼ 4 nT, where RM61

stands for Mars’s radii) exceeds the characteristic size of the Martian magnetosphere,62

deflected O+ ions initially gain linear momentum transverse to the Mars-Sun line and63

along the SW convective electric field direction. If the solar wind-oxygen ions electro-64

magnetic interaction can be considered an isolated system, this momentum gain must65

be balanced by a deflection of the SW protons in the direction opposite to that of ESW .66

Signatures associated with such SW deflection have been observed both upstream from67
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the Martian bow shock (Halekas, Ruhunusiri, et al., 2017) and in the Martian magne-68

tosheath (Dubinin et al., 2018). Analogous but more pronounced SW deflection has also69

been recently observed around comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (e.g., Broiles et al.,70

2015; Nilsson et al., 2015, 2017; Behar et al., 2016, 2017; Glassmeier, 2017). In partic-71

ular, Dubinin et al. (2018) studied the associated asymmetry in the SW flow deflection72

in the Martian magnetosheath by analyzing Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN73

(MAVEN) Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) and Suprathermal and Thermal Ion Com-74

position (STATIC) observations, obtained between November 2014 and May 2016 (McFadden75

et al., 2015; Halekas et al., 2015; Jakosky et al., 2015). The authors concluded that the76

observed asymmetry can be attributed to the previously mentioned effects of oxygen ions77

mass-loading the SW. It is important to point out that, in principle, an analogous so-78

lar wind response should take place as a result of the planetary pick up protons (Barabash79

et al., 1991; Dubinin et al., 2006; Rahmati et al., 2017). However, given their relatively80

low mass and number densities, the SW linear momentum is slightly affected by their81

presence (Dubinin et al., 2018).82

The macroscopic forces acting on the SW protons and oxygen planetary ions can83

be approximated by means of a two-fluid description, taking into account the momen-84

tum exchange between them and finite Larmor effects present in the Martian magnetosheath85

(Sauer et al., 1994; Halekas, Brain, et al., 2017; Dubinin et al., 2018). In this descrip-86

tion, the momentum equations for the SW protons and planetary O+ ions are:87

mpnp
dVp

dt
=

np

ne
[J×B−∇pe + eno+(Vp −Vo+)×B]−∇ ·Pp (1)

88

mo+no+
dVo+

dt
=

no+

ne
[J×B−∇pe + enp(Vo+ −Vp)×B]−∇ ·Po+ (2)

where, mp,Vp, np, mo+ Vo+ , no+ are the mass, velocity and number density of protons89

and oxygen ions, respectively. J and B are the current density and the magnetic field,90

respectively, and ne, ∇pe and ∇·Pi are electron number density, the scalar electron pres-91

sure and the tensor ion pressure.92

Compared to the single fluid MHD approximation, an additional term is therefore93

associated with the differential streaming of the proton and oxygen ion fluids. As shown94

by Halekas, Brain, et al. (2017), the Vp×B field greatly exceeds the thermal and mag-95

netic pressure gradient terms in strength, in the upstream, magnetosheath, and flank re-96

gions. In particular, this field has the strongest component along the ESW direction in97

the Vsw−ESW plane, also inside the Martian magnetosheath. In addition, given that98

Vo+ points mainly along ESW (at least for a newborn heavy ion) the Vo+×B term points99

mainly along the Mars-Sun direction. Therefore, under these conditions, one could ex-100

pect that the force associated with the differential streaming between the ion fluids can101

be the leading term along the ESW direction in the magnetosheath, for a given no+ den-102

sity range. Under these conditions Equation (1) is reduced to:103

dVp

dt
= − e no+

mp ne
ESW (3)

where ESW = −Vp × B. Equation (3) explicitly shows that under these conditions,104

approximately valid upstream from the Martian bow shock, the SW protons should be105

deflected opposite to ESW . As a consequence, the presence of this preferential direction106

partly breaks the expected symmetry of the SW deflection around Mars downstream from107

the bow shock.108

Moreover, given that the solution to Equation (1) requires an integration along the109

SW streamlines that takes into account the boundary conditions (partly given by Equa-110

tion 3), these theoretical considerations suggest a dependence of the SW flow deflection111

asymmetry in the Martian magnetosheath on the SW external conditions, in particu-112

lar, on |ESW |/ne.113
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Additional MAVEN magnetic field and plasma data are currently available to build114

upon the original work by Dubinin et al. (2018) to investigate the cause and variabil-115

ity of this asymmetry. In this work we perform the first comprehensive assessment of the116

influence of the SW external conditions on the SW deflection flow asymmetry in the Mar-117

tian magnetosheath. More specifically, we analyze the influence of the SW density, ve-118

locity and IMF cross-flow component in the observed shocked solar wind deflection asym-119

metry (Dubinin et al., 2018). To do this, we analyze MAVEN Magnetometer (MAG) and120

SWIA data between November 2014 and November 2019 (Connerney et al., 2015; Halekas121

et al., 2015; Jakosky et al., 2015).122

2 MAVEN mission and Instruments123

The MAVEN spacecraft arrived at Mars in September 2014, and is currently in its124

extended mission and relay phase. The orbit had a nominal period of about 4.5 hours125

and an apoapsis altitude of 6220 km (Jakosky et al., 2015), prior to an aerobraking ma-126

neuver that lowered apoapsis to ∼ 4500 km. MAVEN’s orbital precession and apoap-127

sis altitude range allows sampling of both the Martian magnetosheath and the pristine128

SW. The MAG instrument provides vector magnetic field measurements with two inde-129

pendent fluxgate magnetometers placed on ’boomlets’ at the end of the solar array pan-130

els. They possess a broad range (up to 65,536 nT per axis), a sampling frequency of 32131

Hz, and accuracy of ∼0.25 nT (Connerney et al., 2015). In this work we have computed132

4s averages based on the full time resolution MAG data. SWIA is an energy and angu-133

lar ion spectrometer that measures ion flux covering an energy range between 25 eV/q134

and 25 keV/q (with 48 logarithmically spaced energy steps) with a field of view of 360◦×135

90◦ (Halekas et al., 2015). Any moment derived from such flux measurements requires136

an assumption concerning the ion mass. In this work we have used the onboard computed137

SW proton density and velocity moments, obtained with a 4s cadence. The computa-138

tions assume that all ions are protons. This provides a good approximation in the SW139

and magnetosheath (Halekas, Ruhunusiri, et al., 2017).140

MAG data are used to determine the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) and the141

SW convective electric field ESW associated with each analyzed MAVEN orbit. SWIA142

observations are analyzed to determine ESW , the pristine SW proton density and ve-143

locity and to characterize the SW flow asymmetry in the Martian magnetosheath.144

3 Selection Criteria145

In this work we first identify MAVEN orbits between 12 November 2014 and 30 Novem-146

ber 2019 where the spacecraft visited both the upstream SW region and the Martian mag-147

netosheath and where both MAG and SWIA provided measurements. Solar wind exter-148

nal conditions (density, velocity, IMF) associated with each of those orbits are obtained149

from Halekas, Ruhunusiri, et al. (2017) external averages. The reader is referred to that150

work for a description. Based on such estimates, we determine the SW velocity compo-151

nents in the Martian magnetosheath in the Mars Solar Electric (MSE) coordinate sys-152

tem. Here, we assume that the SW conditions are approximately constant between the153

time MAVEN samples the upstream region and measures in the magnetosheath. The MSE154

coordinate system is defined as follows: the XMSE axis is antiparallel to the upstream155

average SW velocity, the YMSE axis points along the cross-flow component of the IMF,156

and the ZMSE axis points along the SW convective electric field. This is the coordinate157

system used throughout this work.158

If the Martian magnetosphere and the SW are under stationary conditions the ZMSE159

component of Equation (3) can be rewritten as:160

V x
p

dV z
p

dx
= − e no+

mp nsw
Ez

SW (4)
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which is equal to:161

dV z
p

dx
=

e no+

mp nsw
By (5)

suggesting a dependence between the solar wind flow asymmetry on the (eBy) /(nswmp)162

external factor. Here we use that ne ∼ nsw and that the SW flow is aligned with the163

XMSE axis upstream from the Martian bow shock (boundary condition).164

Figure 1 displays the probability distribution function and the associated quartiles165

(Q25, Q50, Q75) of the SW proton density, velocity, the YMSE IMF component and the166

(eBy) /(nswmp) factor upstream from the bow shock, associated with the magnetosheath167

observations analyzed in the present study.168

Figure 1. Occurrence rate of the pristine solar wind properties for the orbits analyzed in this

study. Panels a)-d) display probability distribution function of the solar wind proton density,

velocity, YMSE IMF component and the (eBy) /(nswmp) factor, respectively. The orange vertical

lines correspond to the associated quartiles.

4 Statistical Results and Discussion169

4.1 Solar wind flow deflection asymmetry in the Martian magnetosheath170

Figure 2a)-d) show the average value of |Vz| (color-coded) as a function of XMSE171

and ZMSE , where Vz is the ZMSE component of the solar wind velocity. This map is based172
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Figure 2. Average value of |Vz| (color-coded) as a function of XMSE and ZMSE , for all

selected orbits between 12 November 2014 and 30 November 2019. Upper (lower) panels corre-

spond to measurements associated with relatively strong (weak) forcing (eBy) /(nswmp) when

compared to the median of the distribution. Left (right) panels correspond to relatively slow

(fast) solar wind velocity, when compared to the solar wind velocity median.
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on SWIA measurements obtained between −0.5RM < YMSE < 0.5RM .The spatial173

resolution is 0.1RM × 0.1RM . Empty bins in this map correspond to cases with less174

than 20 measurements, approximately the number of observations obtained by MAVEN175

when crossing a given bin with a 4s cadence. Mean values of |Vz| presented in each panel176

correspond to different SW conditions upstream from the Martian bow shock. Figure177

2 shows the average |Vz| for four sets of conditions associated with (eBy) /(nswmp) and178

the SW velocity upstream from the bow shock. As shown in Equation (5), the (eBy) /(nswmp)179

quantity is a proxy for the level of solar wind forcing affecting
dV z

p

dx . Additionally, changes180

in
dV z

p

dx are considered significant in relationship with the local SW magnetosheath ve-181

locity, that depends, in turn, on the SW velocity upstream from the bow shock.182

As can be seen in Figure 2 a),b),c), we find a clear asymmetry in the spatial dis-183

tribution of |Vz|, with larger values in the negative ZMSE hemisphere, opposite to the184

positive SW convective electric field hemisphere. This result is in agreement with the185

ones presented in Dubinin et al. (2018). Moreover, these results suggest that the upstream186

SW conditions have a significant effect on the asymmetry observed in the Martian mag-187

netosheath. For instance, the asymmetry is clearly present in Panel a) and significantly188

reduced in panel d), confirming our theoretical expectations. Indeed, Panel a) corresponds189

to the case with relatively strong forcing ((eBy) /(nswmp)) and slow SW, where the mass-190

loading effect should be clearly observable. Panel d) constitutes the opposite case, with191

relatively weak forcing and fast SW. Panel b) and c) are intermediate regimes, where the192

asymmetry is still clearly noticeable.193

4.2 Relation between the solar wind deflection asymmetry and the ex-194

ternal conditions195

Next, we perform a quantitative analysis to study the relationship between the SW196

flow asymmetry in the Martian magnetosheath and the SW external conditions. We first197

focus this part of the analysis at the terminator plane, as ∼ 32% of all analyzed MAVEN’s198

measurements obtained inside the Martian magnetosheath with |YMSE | < 0.5RM are199

between −0.5RM < XMSE < 0.5RM . Thus, the relatively large fraction of available200

data in this region allow us to perform a robust statistical analysis. Moreover, as shown201

in Figure 2, the asymmetry is clearly present around this plane.202

As a first step, we compute the mean values and standard deviation of Vz in the203

Martian magnetosheath at the terminator plane for different SW conditions. Figure 3204

shows an example of the mean value of Vz as a function of YMSE and ZMSE , when the205

external conditions satisfy that 0.57×10−7 m3s−1 < eBy/nswmp < 1.23×10−7 m3s−1,206

and Q25(Vsw) < V sw <Q75(V sw). As can be seen, the shocked SW plasma has most207

of the positive and negative Vz components in the positive and negative electric field hemi-208

spheres, respectively.209

Based on such mean velocity field maps, we compute the mean value and standard210

deviation of Vz for two spatial regions inside the Martian magnetosheath. These spatial211

regions are located in the positive and negative ZMSE hemispheres and are limited by212

the magnetic pile-up boundary (MPB) and bow shock fits and the |YMSE | = ±0.5RM213

planes. We implement a conservative approach to ensure the mean values presented here-214

after are associated with observations in the magnetosheath by increasing (reducing) the215

value of the cylindrical radius of the MPB (bow shock) fit at this plane by a factor 1.2,216

taking into account variability in the boundary locations (Gruesbeck et al., 2018; Vignes217

et al., 2000). Hereafter, the parameters 〈V z+〉 and 〈V z−〉 are the mean values of Vz as-218

sociated with such regions, located in the positive and negative SW convective electric219

field hemispheres, respectively. In the particular case shown in Figure 3, 〈V z+〉 and 〈V z−〉220

are equal to 69.1 km s−1 and -92.3 km s−1, respectively. The associated standard de-221

viations of each of these means are 0.32 km s−1 and 0.31 km s−1, respectively.222
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Figure 3. Mean value of the solar wind Vz component between −0.5RM < XMSE < 0.5RM ,

as a function of YMSE and ZMSE , when 0.57 × 10−7 m3s−1 < eBy/nswmp < 1.23 × 10−7 m3s−1,

and Q25(Vsw) < V sw <Q75(V sw). Inner and outer circles correspond to the intersection between

the MPB and bow shock fits and the terminator plane, respectively.

We iterate this process for different SW external conditions, computing 〈V z+〉 and223

〈V z−〉 when MAVEN’s spatial coverage of each of both regions is equal or larger than224

80%, and only considering bins with at least 20 measurements when determining these225

averages.226

Figure 4 a), c) and e) display 〈V z+〉 and 〈V z−〉 as a function of the upstream (eBy) /(nswmp),227

By and nsw, respectively. To reduce the influence of variability in other external param-228

eters, panel a) considers magnetosheath observations when Q25(VSW ) < VSW < Q75(VSW ),229

while panel b) and c) consider observations when the pristine solar wind satisfy this con-230

dition, in addition to Q25(nSW ) < nSW < Q75(nSW ) and Q25(By) < By < Q75(By),231

respectively. Panels b), d) and f) display 〈V z+〉+〈V z−〉 as a function of the same re-232

spective parameters, together with the best liner fit, based on the least square method.233

Vertical bars in these panels take into account both the standard deviation of each mean234

(〈V z+〉 and 〈V z−〉) plus SWIA’s instrumental angular and energy resolution (Halekas235

et al., 2015). The latter factor represents the most important contribution to the uncer-236

tainty in 〈V z+〉 and 〈V z−〉 but it might be overestimated, depending on the width of237

the local velocity distribution function. In addition, these bars also take into account that238

the SWIA on-board moment calculation assumes that the magnetosheath plasma is to-239

tally composed of protons, thus overestimating the local flow speed by a factor
√
mo+/mp240

for the portion of the flow composed of oxygen ions (Halekas, Ruhunusiri, et al., 2017).241

By considering a magnetosheath plasma made of ne = 10 cm−3 and no+ = 0.1 cm−3
242
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(Dubinin et al., 2018; Romanelli et al., 2018) we estimate that the velocity components243

might be overestimated by a factor ∼ 1.07 due to this assumption.244
manuscript submitted to Geophysical Research Letters

rBy/nsw = −0.96

rBy = −0.88

rnsw = 0.97

Figure 4. Solar wind flow asymmetry (〈V z+〉, 〈V z−〉 and 〈V z+〉 + 〈V z−〉) in the magne-

tosheath as a function of the upstream (eBy) /(nswmp), By and nsw.
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Figure 4. Solar wind flow asymmetry (〈V z+〉, 〈V z−〉 and 〈V z+〉 + 〈V z−〉) in the magne-

tosheath as a function of the upstream (eBy) /(nswmp), By and nsw.

As can be seen in Figure 4, left panels, |〈V z+〉| is systematically smaller than |〈V z−〉|,245

for all the external conditions explored in this study, between 12 November 2014 and 30246

November 2019. This asymmetry is consistent with results shown in Figure 2 in Dubinin247
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et al. (2018), associated with averaged conditions between November 2014 and May 2016.248

Moreover, the right panels show that 〈V z+〉+〈V z−〉 displays an approximate linear de-249

pendence with the three external parameters. In particular, the linear fit shown Figure250

4b) is characterized by a slope (mBy/nsw) equal to (−23.9±0.7) ×1010 m−2, a y-intercept251

(bBy/nsw) equal to (2.1 ± 0.7) × 103 m s−1, a linear correlation coefficient rBy/nsw =252

−0.96 and a p-value (pBy/nsw) equal to 2.9×10−5. The 95% confidence rBy/nsw inter-253

val is [-0.99 - (-0.83)]. These results suggest the presence of a linear correlation between254

the SW flow asymmetry in the magnetosheath at the terminator plane and the (eBy) /(nswmp)255

value upstream from the bow shock. Moreover, we also observe a linear relationship be-256

tween 〈V z+〉+〈V z−〉 and By and nsw, independently, as shown in Figure 4d) and f).257

The associated slopes are (−11.8±0.7) ×1012 m s−1T−1 and (8.2±0.8) ×10−3 m4 s−1,258

while the associated y-intercepts are (2.3 ± 1.2) × 103 m s−1 and (−42.4± 1.4) × 103259

m s−1, respectively. The associated linear correlation coefficients (rBy, rnsw) are -0.88260

and 0.97, and the corresponding 95% confidence r-interval are [-0.98 - (-0.53)] and [0.84261

- 0.99], respectively. The associated p-values are 1.6×10−3 and 6.3×10−5. These re-262

sults also suggest that there is a linear relationship between the magnetosheath SW flow263

asymmetry and the SW proton density and By IMF component, upstream from the bow264

shock. The presence of a departure from a linear trend in panel d), for By & 1.8 nT,265

may indicate that when the IMF intensity increases, the Larmor gyroradii of the plan-266

etary heavy ions is reduced, thus the characteristic size of the O+ plume is reduced, and267

therefore these conditions may reduce the deflection of SW protons in the Martian mag-268

netosheath as well.269

As previously mentioned, an additional factor can introduce uncertainties in the270

reported values of Vz. Indeed, the computation of the SW velocity MSE components as-271

sumes that the SW velocity and IMF did not vary significantly over one MAVEN orbit.272

However, by performing a statistical analysis using 5 years of data, we are able to ap-273

ply strict selection criteria (selected orbits, coverage in the magnetosheath, number of274

measurements per bin) seeking to reduce effects of potential outliers, when such trans-275

formation into the MSE coordinate system is performed. Indeed, these outliers could be276

the result of temporal variability in the external conditions.277

Finally, we analyze the variability of the observed flow asymmetry with the upstream278

(eBy) /(nswmp), by computing analogous linear fits using SWIA data inside the mag-279

netosheath with |YMSE | < 0.5RM for XMSE = [(−1) − 0] RM and XMSE = [0 −280

1]RM . We focus this part of the analysis only on the dependence with (eBy) /(nswmp),281

as the statistics to study the dependence with the other two parameters (independently)282

at these planes is relatively poor. The results are presented in Table 1. As can be seen,283

a linear dependence is also observed in these regions with linear correlation coefficients284

∼ −0.9 and p-values ∼ 1 × 10−4, suggesting the correlations are significant. Finally,285

we report that we did not find any significant correlation between the shocked SW flow286

asymmetry and the upstream SW velocity, in agreement with expectations from Equa-287

tion 5 (not shown).288

Linear fit
parameters

XMSE = −0.50RM XMSE = 0RM XMSE = 0.5RM

mBy/nsw (-16.4±0.6)×1010 m−2 (-23.9±0.7)×1010 m−2 (−15.6±1.0)×1010 m−2

bBy/nsw (5.7±0.6)×103 m s−1 (2.1± 0.7)×103 m s−1 (8.8± 0.9) ×103 m s−1

rBy/nsw -0.93 [-0.98 - (-0.72)] -0.96 [-0.99 - (-0.83)] -0.93 [-0.99 - (-0.71)]
pBy/nsw 1.0× 10−4 2.9× 10−5 2.2× 10−4

Table 1. Parameters associated with the linear fit between the magnetosheath 〈V z+〉 + 〈V z−〉
and upstream (eBy) /(nswmp) for different XMSE planes.
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5 Conclusions289

In this work we have characterized the SW deflection asymmetry in the Martian290

magnetosheath, making use of ∼ 5 years of MAVEN MAG and SWIA observations. In291

agreement with Dubinin et al. (2018), our results suggest that this asymmetry (in the292

VSW−ESW plane) can be understood in terms of a bi-fluid description. Moreover, it293

constitutes a signature associated with the conservation of the total linear momentum294

of the SW massloaded with O+ ions, where the latter are preferentially accelerated along295

the SW convective electric field.296

In addition, we have also quantified, for the first time, the effects that several SW297

external conditions have on such asymmetry. In particular, we find a linear relationship298

between a measure of the plasma flow asymmetry inside the magnetosheath and around299

the terminator plane (〈V z+〉+〈V z−〉) and the IMF cross-flow component, the SW pro-300

ton density, and the (eBy) /(nswmp) external factor. In particular, we observe that the301

asymmetry increases with the IMF cross-flow component, and is reduced for denser SW302

conditions. These results are in agreement with theoretical expectations derived from303

the bi-fluid model. Finally, a similar dependence between the magnetosheath plasma flow304

asymmetry and the ratio between the IMF cross-flow component and the SW proton den-305

sity is observed around XMSO = −0.50RM and XMSO = 0.5RM .306

A future study will focus on the analysis of the spatial variability of this asymme-307

try, and its dependence on other internal/external parameters. This work will be based308

on numerical simulations and oxygen ion densities derived from MAVEN STATIC in-309

strument.310
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